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SATURDAY 10 FEBRUARY 2024

SAT 19:00 Raiders of the Lost Past with Janina Ramirez
(m0008567)
Series 1

The Sutton Hoo Hoard

Janina Ramirez explores the surprise discovery in a Suffolk
garden of the Sutton Hoo Hoard – an incredible Anglo-Saxon
ship-burial dating from the early 7th century AD and the final
resting place of a supremely wealthy warrior-king.

The ship’s ruined burial chamber was packed with treasures:
Byzantine silverware, sumptuous gold jewellery, a lavish
feasting set and, most famously, an ornate iron helmet.

Now known as Britain’s Tutankhamun, the hoard transformed
our understanding of the Dark Ages, revealing that 7th-century
Britain was not the primitive place we had imagined, but a
world of exquisite craftsmanship, extensive international
connections, great halls, glittering treasures and formidable
warriors.

The find captured the imagination of a nation on the brink of
war, not just as incredible treasure, but as a symbol of pride and
identity, and a representation of the Anglo-Saxon culture
Britain was about to fight for.

Yet, as Janina discovers, the story of the hoard's survival and
discovery is something of a miracle.

SAT 20:00 South Pacific (b00kjjnx)
Ocean of Islands

The South Pacific islands are the most remote in the world.
Their extraordinary isolation has created some of the most
curious, surprising and precarious examples of life found
anywhere on earth; from giant crabs that tear open coconuts, to
flesh-eating caterpillars that impale their prey on dagger-like
claws.

Human culture is different too. The men of Pentecost Island
celebrate their annual harvest by leaping from 20-metre high
scaffolds, with only forest vines to break their fall. And on the
tiny island of Anuta, possibly the most remote community of
people on the planet, the locals survive entirely on what they
can grow and catch.

The South Pacific's innumerable islands look like pieces of
paradise, but the reality of life here is sometimes very different,
with waves the size of buildings, brutal tropical storms, and, in
the far south, even blizzards. This is the real South Pacific.

SAT 21:00 Señorita 89 (m001tkm0)
Series 2

Episode 7

Elena's article is published in the newspaper, and Isabel seeks to
defame her. Raul wants to get rid of the women of La
Encantada, but Jocy seeks revenge.

SAT 21:40 Señorita 89 (m001tkm2)
Series 2

Episode 8

The competition continues - who will be crowned queen? Elena
exposes Raul, and Luisa finds Concepcion's confession.

SAT 22:20 Parkinson: The Interviews (m001w9sr)
Series 3

Parkinson with George Burns and Walter Matthau

Michael Parkinson recalls the time he met comedians Walter
Matthau and George Burns. In highlights from this 1976
interview, Matthau and Burns spin their own brand of American
humour.

SAT 23:00 Talking Comedy (b05qt2b4)
Bob Hope

A look back at celebrated American comedian Bob Hope's
appearances on a selection of the BBC's best-loved talk shows
over the years of his long career.

SAT 23:30 To the Manor Born (b0078mc8)
Series 1

Grape Vine

Despite having come down in the world, Audrey feels
appearances demand she take a holiday but dreads leaving her
beloved Grantleigh Manor in DeVere's hands. So she picks the
only safe week - when DeVere himself is on holiday.

SAT 00:00 Yes, Prime Minister (b0074rvl)
Series 1

The Bishop's Gambit

Classic political comedy. Jim must recommend the appointment
of bishops to the Queen but is not keen on the two offered by
the Church.

SAT 00:30 imagine... (b09srjgv)
Winter 2017/18

Mel Brooks: Unwrapped

At the age of 91, Mel Brooks is unstoppable, with his musical
Young Frankenstein opening to great critical acclaim in London
in late 2017. Alan Yentob visits Mel at home in Hollywood, at
work and at play.

With the aid of BBC archive stretching back decades, together
they embark on an unpredictable, irresistible journey through
the city of stars, meeting the legendary Carl Reiner along the
way. The driver is Mel Brooks - you have been warned!

SAT 01:40 South Pacific (b00kjjnx)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 today]

SAT 02:40 Raiders of the Lost Past with Janina Ramirez
(m0008567)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:00 today]

SUNDAY 11 FEBRUARY 2024

SUN 19:00 From Andy Pandy to Zebedee: The Golden Age
of Children's Television (b06t3mhm)
Nigel Planer narrates the story of the struggle to make
programmes for children in the days before everything went
digital.

SUN 20:00 Bagpuss (m000wn0f)
Series 1

Ship in a Bottle

Ship in a Bottle, the very first episode of the classic animated
puppet series for children. Bagpuss, an old cloth cat, lives with
his friends in the window of Emily's shop - a place where
anything can happen.

Emily brings home a bottle with some bits of wood inside.

SUN 20:15 Bagpuss (p09j43r8)
Series 1

The Owls of Athens

Emily brings in a dirty old piece of rag. When the mice reveal
the likeness of an owl, Madeleine tells a story about the owls of
Athens, who were such beautiful singers.

SUN 20:30 Timeshift (b00pht5q)
Series 9

Oliver Postgate: A Life in Small Films

Once upon a time, not so long ago, there was a man whose
name was Oliver Postgate. He had a shed where he made things.

With his friend Peter Firmin, Oliver created entire worlds for
characters including Bagpuss, The Clangers and Ivor the
Engine. These stories fired the imaginations of generations of
children, and his lullaby voice became a universal reminder of
childhood.

Time Shift celebrates Oliver Postgate's life and work through a
treasury of clips from well-known and rarely seen films,
alongside film and photos from the family archive. Fans
including Lauren Child (Charlie and Lola) and Andrew
Davenport (In the Night Garden) are on hand to heap praise on
the man who is such an inspiration for their work.

Postgate's family help delve deep into his history and discover
the inventions, such as Oliver's old camera adapted with
Meccano, that powered his imagined worlds. Co-creator Firmin
reveals the story behind his most celebrated characters and

introduces his daughter Emily, familiar to millions as the owner
of Bagpuss.

The documentary also reveals how, as the grandson of Labour
leader George Lansbury, Postgate's life was shaped by radical
politics. His deeply held beliefs influenced his classic creations,
and campaigning became his focus until his death in December
2008.

SUN 21:30 Kids' TV: The Surprising Story (m001djpv)
Konnie Huq celebrates the very best of British children’s
television, with a dazzling array of clips from some of the most
treasured programmes ever made and revealing chats with some
of TV’s most beloved stars.

But Konnie also tells a perhaps more surprising story: of how
kids’ TV has frequently been at the forefront of social change,
in terms of the stories it tells and the people who get to tell
them.

SUN 22:30 The Great Mountain Sheep Gather (m000hb4r)
Scafell Pike is England’s tallest mountain and home to a flock
of native Herdwick sheep. Every summer, their shepherd must
gather these notoriously hardy sheep and bring them down to
the farm for shearing.

The Great Mountain Sheep Gather charts this journey across
the fells with epic bird’s-eye view photography descending into
the valley below. This timeless event has taken place in the
Lake District for over a thousand years. Opening at dawn with
the shepherd blindly navigating the foggy peaks and crags, this
film reveals the skill, knowledge and bravery needed to care for
a flock in this rugged land.

As the fog lifts to expose the breathtaking landscape, and the
small pockets of sheep merge into one big group, the voice of
Lakeland shepherd Andrew Harrison allows us to see this
unique world through his eyes – the knowledge of the dogs,
farmers and sheep passed down from generation to generation
for centuries, the challenges of life in the fells, and the conflict
posed by visitors and the 21st century.

Specially commissioned poetry written by Mark Pajak and read
by Maxine Peake provides a counterpoint to the shepherd’s
insights throughout this film. The programme’s unique visual
perspective includes riding along on a dog, a sheep and with the
shepherd himself. The bleats, barks and birdsong echoing down
the valley create an evocative natural soundtrack.

Once the flock has assembled as one, this immersive chronicle
follows the group as they descend and are greeted by sunshine
and a sense of relief once they arrive at the farm. Five hundred
sheep must now be sheared - the tale of a shepherd’s life.

SUN 00:10 Horizon (b04b763n)
2013-2014

What's Wrong with Our Weather?

Our weather in Britain has become more extreme.

The winter of 2013/14 was the wettest ever recorded as deadly
storms battered the country for weeks on end. But previous
winters have seen bitter lows of minus 22 as Britain was
plunged into a deep freeze.

Everyone wants to know why our weather is getting more
extreme, whether we can expect to see more of it in the future,
and if it has got anything to do with climate change.

Physicist Dr Helen Czerski and meteorologist John Hammond
make sense of Britain's recent extreme weather and discover
that there is one thing that connects all our recent extreme
winters - the jet stream, an invisible river of air that powers
along 10km above us. What's worrying is that recently it has
been behaving rather strangely.

Scientists are now trying to understand what is behind these
changes in the jet stream. Helen and John find out if extreme
winters are something we may all have to get used to in the
future.

SUN 01:10 Storyville (m0016txs)
Navalny

This Oscar winning documentary follows Russian opposition
leader, Alexei Navalny, as he and his team unravel a plot to
poison him with the deadly nerve agent, Novichok.
In August 2020, a plane travelling from Siberia to Moscow
made an emergency landing. Alexei Navalny, was deathly ill.
Taken to a local Siberian hospital and eventually evacuated to
Berlin, doctors there confirmed that he had been poisoned with
Novichok, a nerve agent implicated in attacks on other
opponents of the Russian government. President Vladimir Putin
immediately cast doubt on the findings and denied any
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involvement.
While recovering, Navalny and his team unravel the plot against
him, finding evidence of the Kremlin’s involvement, and
prepare to go public with their findings.

SUN 02:45 Timeshift (b00pht5q)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:30 today]

MONDAY 12 FEBRUARY 2024

MON 19:00 Dynasties (p06mvr1c)
Series 1

Lion

This episode features one of the most famous lion prides in
Africa - the Marsh Pride of Kenya's Masai Mara. As the story
begins, the Marsh Pride is in a unique situation in their history.
They have been abandoned by all of the adult males who - until
now - defended the pride. Just two adult females are left to feed
and protect their eight youngsters.

The future of the whole family rests entirely on the shoulders of
these two mothers, Charm and her cousin Sienna. They need to
raise their cubs to adulthood if this great dynasty is to continue.
They and their cubs will face the great perils of the African
savannah, including raging herds of buffalo, rival lion prides,
the constant menace of marauding hyena and, in a fateful turn
of events, a clash with humanity.

An extraordinary story of leadership against all odds.

MON 20:00 Art of Persia (m000kjj2)
Series 1

Episode 3

In the last episode, Samira Ahmed travels to the crumbling
ruins of an ancient walled city and goes back to when Persia
faced her gravest threat, Genghis Khan. But from the death and
destruction there emerged a golden age of Persian poetry and
art.

In the fabled city of Isfahan, Samira encounters the dynasty of
shahs that succeeded the Mongols - the Safavids, who gave Iran
a powerful new identity through Shia Islam and carved its
message in stone, brick and tile.

Finally, Samira travels to Persepolis to tell the story of Iran’s
last shah and his ill-fated attempt to link his dynasty to Persia’s
ancient kings, with momentous consequences for the world.

MON 21:00 Britain's Lost Masterpieces (b0992k4v)
Series 2

Arbroath

Hospitalfield House in the fishing town of Arbroath on
Scotland's east coast is a Victorian treasure trove. The couple
who owned this great house back in the 19th century were
obsessed with the decorative arts and Hospitalfield is full of
ornate carved ceilings, sculpted fireplaces, exquisite
plasterwork and stonework carved by master masons. It's still a
place where artists work today and it has a fine picture
collection.

Amongst the many Victorian paintings, could a mysterious 16th-
century portrait by one of the great Old Master artists lie
waiting to be discovered? Dr Bendor Grosvenor and Emma
Dabiri travel to Arbroath to investigate what could be a true Old
Master painting, obscured by 400 years of dirt and old varnish.
Bendor suspects the painting is a lost masterpiece by giant of
Dutch art Antonis Mor, court painter to Philip II of Spain. But
with no documentary evidence, it's a hard case to prove.

While Bendor travels to Madrid to track down other examples
of Mor's work, Emma digs deeper into the double standards of
Victorian morals, finds the true story of the couple who made
Hospitalfield a haven for artists, and meets the contemporary
artists working at Hospitalfield today.

MON 22:00 8 Days: To the Moon and Back (m0006p5f)
Eight days, three hours, 18 minutes, 35 seconds. That is the
total duration of the most important and celebrated space
mission ever flown - Apollo 11 - when humans first set foot on
the moon. It was a journey that changed the way we think about
our place in the universe. But we only saw a fraction of what
happened - a handful of iconic stills and a few precious hours of
movie footage. Now it is time to discover the full story.

Previously classified cockpit audio, recorded by the astronauts
themselves, gives a unique insight into their fears and
excitement as they undertake the mission. And dramatic

reconstruction brings those recordings to life, recreating the
crucial scenes that were never filmed - the exhilarating launch,
the first sight of the moon, the dramatic touchdown and nail-
biting journey home. Original archive footage from the Apollo
programme is combined with newly shot film and cinematic
CGI to create the ultimate documentary of the ultimate human
adventure.

MON 23:30 Stargazing (m0006w6z)
Moon Landing Special

To celebrate the Apollo moon landing's 50th anniversary,
Professor Brian Cox and Dara O Briain travel to where the
historic Apollo 11 mission began – Cape Canaveral in Florida.

They hear first hand from astronaut general Charlie Duke what
it was like to guide Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin to the
surface of the Moon in the Lunar Lander and how he followed
in their footsteps three years later.

They also look at the most exciting new developments and, with
privileged access, they broadcast from the top of launch tower
that is being prepared for crewed missions and from the
assembly line of a spacecraft factory.

They are joined by astrophysicist and medic Dr Kevin Fong and
mathematician Dr Hannah Fry, who explore the latest
developments in human space flight - from cutting-edge
spacewalk technology to a future Mars buggy.

MON 01:00 Dynasties (p06mvr1c)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:00 today]

MON 02:00 Britain's Lost Masterpieces (b0992k4v)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]

MON 03:00 Art of Persia (m000kjj2)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 today]

TUESDAY 13 FEBRUARY 2024

TUE 19:00 Dynasties (p06mvrr0)
Series 1

Painted Wolf

This episode features a painted wolf named Tait, matriarch of
one of the last great families of this endangered animal. She has
ruled her dynasty for many years on the banks of Zambezi river
in Zimbabwe, keeping the peace within her sprawling family.
But tensions are rising as Tait is growing old and her power is
waning.

One of her daughters, Blacktip, lives close by. Her own pack is
growing fast and they are running out of space. She urgently
needs to get more territory so that her pack can catch enough
food. But she has a problem, she is hemmed in on one side by
human lands and there is only one way she can go to get what
she needs - her own mother's lands.

Painted wolves thrive through cooperation. It is what had made
this dynasty so strong for so long. A family feud could bring it
to its knees.

TUE 20:00 To the Manor Born (b00786vg)
Series 1

A Touch of Class

Stately sitcom. When DeVere decides to film a commercial at
the manor, Audrey thinks the world should know the truth
about him - and about her.

TUE 20:30 Yes, Prime Minister (b0074rw6)
Series 1

One of Us

The papers of a recently deceased head of MI5 show that he
was, at one stage, spying for Russia. Worse still, he was
investigated and cleared by an internal Civil Service Committee
of Enquiry headed by Sir Humphrey Appleby.

TUE 21:00 Wild Weather with Richard Hammond
(b04v5lng)
Original Series

Water: The Shape Shifter

Richard Hammond investigates the crucial role water plays.

Without water there would be almost no weather: no rain, no
snow, no hail, no clouds. So Richard goes in pursuit of water in
all its forms. He tries to weigh a cloud, finds out how rain could
crush a car, and gets involved in starting an avalanche.

Along the way, he tries to find out why clouds float by building
his own cloud with the aid of a cattle trough, some humidifiers
and atmospheric scientist Dr Jim McQuaid. But will their cloud
float in the air like a real cloud?

He also drops in on renowned hail scientist Charles Knight in
his lab in Boulder, Colorado, to discover that there is far more
to hail than meets the eye. In a scientific first, and with the help
of Jim Stratton and Craig Zehrung from Purdue University,
Richard sets about firing ice and hail at a board to find out
which does the most damage.

Finally, in conjunction with the WSL Institute for Snow and
Avalanche Research SLF in Davos, Richard joins Walter
Steinkogler as he starts an avalanche in an attempt to find out
how something as delicate and fragile as a snowflake can travel
at extraordinary speeds of up to 250mph on the ground.

TUE 22:00 Storyville (m001w9z3)
The Eternal Memory

An extraordinary portrait of unconditional love and devotion,
directed by Oscar-nominated documentary director Maite
Alberdi.

Augusto Góngora and Paulina Urrutia have been a couple for
23 years. Augusto is one of Chile's most prominent cultural
journalists and television presenters, whose work was dedicated
to publicising and ensuring that the atrocities of the Pinochet
dictatorship were never forgotten. His wife, Pauli, is an actress
who also served as minister of culture and arts. Eight years ago,
Augusto was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease, and since
then, Pauli has been caring for him.

As Augusto’s memory slowly deteriorates, Pauli’s unwavering
support is tested as they both try to maintain his identity despite
the challenges of his illness. Each day, the couple face the
difficulties caused by Alzheimer's disease, but they also
maintain a tenderness and sense of humour that binds them
together.

TUE 23:25 The Victorian House of Arts and Crafts
(b0c0zhc0)
Series 1

Episode 3

Anita Rani is joined by internationally renowned potter Keith
Brymer Jones and arts and crafts expert and dealer Patch
Rogers as the six 21st-century crafters are faced with a new
challenge as they restore their home for the month, room by
room.

This week the crafters tackle the massive dining room in their
creative communal home. Leaving behind their 21st-century
tools and techniques they are set to craft from scratch a set of
decorative Tondino plates with a particularly tricky glaze, a
complete set of curtains and a pair of ornamental fire dogs to sit
in the hearth. All big crafting projects with just a week to make
each one. However, the arts and crafts communal working
philosophies of John Ruskin and William Morris are beginning
to have an effect on their 21st-century ideals and they are
pairing up to work together - some more successfully than
others - as they begin to better understand the depth and scale
of the arts and crafts movement both as a power for artistic and
social change. But it isn't all work as the crafters also find time
to stage their own very unique performance of a much-loved
nursery rhyme and take part in some very Victorian exercise.
Anita Rani is joined by internationally renowned potter
Keith Brymer Jones and arts and crafts expert and dealer Patch
Rogers who pick their favourite object from the finished room.

TUE 00:25 From Andy Pandy to Zebedee: The Golden Age
of Children's Television (b06t3mhm)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:00 on Sunday]

TUE 01:25 Dynasties (p06mvrr0)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:00 today]

TUE 02:25 Wild Weather with Richard Hammond
(b04v5lng)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]

WEDNESDAY 14 FEBRUARY 2024

WED 19:00 Dynasties (p06mvrwn)
Series 1
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Tiger

This episode features a tigress named Raj Bhera who lives in
Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve in India and holds the perfect tiger
territory, with dense jungle, spring-fed ponds and rich
grasslands teeming with prey. And now, she has four tiny
newborn cubs to care for. They are the future of her dynasty.
But the idyllic world that she inhabits is changing.

Rival tigers, seeking their own territory, are encroaching on her
hunting lands. One in particular, her adult daughter Solo, is
challenging Raj Bhera in the heart of her territory. The
powerful tigress must fight to retain control of these hunting
grounds while continuing to feed and protect her growing cubs.

Solo's persistence puts pressure on the whole family, until Raj
Bhera makes a decision that could end both her life and her
dynasty forever.

WED 20:00 Invasion! with Sam Willis (b09j2vwt)
Series 1

Episode 2

Dr Sam Willis tells the story of the Barbary Corsaire pirates,
who made their HQ on Lundy Island, and brings together the
evidence of the little-known tale of King Louis the Lion. This
French king invaded Britain in the 13th century after being
invited to do so by plotting nobles. He was even crowned at St
Paul's, but politely retreated when asked. Sam also looks at one
day in 1687 when a huge Dutch task force sped up the River
Medway, and plots the progress of perhaps one of the most
audacious attempted invasions ever - by the imposter Perkin
Warbeck.

WED 21:00 Rise of the Nazis (m0008c79)
Origins

The First Six Months in Power

At the start of 1933, Hitler is the chancellor of Germany but he
does not have absolute power - there is still a democratic
parliament beneath him, a head of state above him and the rule
of law hanging over him. Hitler sets his sights on dismantling
the German state.

When Hitler calls a general election to increase Nazi
representation in the Reichstag, Hermann Goring sees an
opportunity to impress by taking out the left-wing opposition.
Goring orders a raid on the Communist Party HQ in the hope of
finding evidence of a planned uprising. He doesn’t find it, but
when a fire breaks out in the Reichstag it is an opportunity to
pin the blame on the left. Goring then has the green light to use
the stormtroopers to brutally round up communists and social
democrats – terror reigns in German streets.

Thousands of arrests have been made but to make them legal,
Hitler calls on president von Hindenburg and a decree is passed
giving the Nazis emergency powers to ban free speech, the right
to protest and to arrest without charge.

When the Reichstag burned the Nazis persuaded the German
people and their president that this was the first sign of a left-
wing insurrection. The ensuing fear of left-wing violent
lawlessness means that Hitler can push through another law that
suspends democracy, allowing him to act without the approval
of parliament. Soon, the first laws to restrict the freedom of the
Jewish population are passed. One Jewish baker is found dead
with a swastika carved into his chest.

Goring has eradicated the Nazis’ parliamentary opposition. He
is rewarded with more power and more prestige. Another Nazi
wants this type of power and influence but in early 1933
Henrich Himmler is based in Munich, not Berlin. He is the
unassuming, uncharismatic head of an elite force of fanatical
Nazis known as the SS. Himmler wants to make the SS the
central institution in Germany in charge of political repression.
Now that Himmler can arrest perceived Nazi opponents
indiscriminately, he needs somewhere to put them.

He gives a press conference regarding the opening of a camp to
re-educate political prisoners. It has a capacity of around 5,000.
The camp is near the small town of Dachau.

In April 1933 a 39-year-old deputy state prosecutor called Josef
Hartinger receives a telephone call. Four detainees have tried to
escape from the camp at Dachau, three have been shot dead.
Under German law it is Hartinger’s job to investigate these
unnatural deaths. He visits Dachau and sees the bodies - he
realises something is very wrong. The official story just doesn’t
add up and it is strange that all the dead happen to be Jewish.
Hartinger is sure these deaths are murders and that they are not
an isolated case. He collates enough evidence to implicate the
commandant of Dachau in the murders.

This means going up against Himmler, whose power is growing.
Himmler is in the process of bringing every state in Germany

under SS control. He does not want the wider world to know
that Dachau is a place of savage brutality and murder.

Hartinger’s boss will not go against Himmler’s authority and
shuts his deputy down but Hartinger will not be silenced and
files a report. Himmler is worried - the SS does not have the
right under German law to kill political opponents. To placate
his critics, Himmler fires the commandant and as far as the
German public are concerned the concentration camps are
benign and humane.

Hartinger’s file goes all the way to Berlin and the killings stop at
Dachau – it seems like a victory for the law. But Himmler is
starting to impress, and he manages to persuade Hitler to block
the legal investigations into Dachau. Now Himmler and the SS
feel emboldened and the killings continue.

Göring realises he has to take Himmler seriously and that his
grip on power could be under threat, but he has his own secret
weapon. He has created a surveillance organisation that listens
in on anyone that could move against him. To act on the
information gathered, Goring creates a new branch of the secret
police, known as the Gestapo.

But Himmler wants Goring’s secret police – this is after all his
territory. Goring will not relinquish control. These rivalries
mean nothing to Hitler - books are being burned, Jewish people,
gay people, intellectuals, anyone held to have anti-Nazi beliefs
are disappearing.

Germany is well on its way to becoming a Nazi dictatorship, but
there is a serious obstacle in Hitler’s way: the country’s elderly
president.

WED 22:00 Lady Chatterley (p00xrzcj)
Episode 1

Stifled by a sexless marriage and exhausted by caring for her
husband, who is paralysed from the waist down, Lady
Chatterley takes to walking in the grounds of the family estate
where she meets Mellors, the handsome gamekeeper.

WED 22:50 Lady Chatterley (p00xrzqr)
Episode 2

Lady Chatterley and Mellors make love in the woods. Clifford
questions her about rumours that she's pregnant, obviously
Clifford would not care to know that Mellors was father.
Connie forces herself to urge Clifford to make love

WED 23:45 Lady Chatterley (p00xtdc4)
Episode 3

Connie admits that she would rather stay with Mellors in the
cottage forever than return to her husband. Before she spends
the summer with her father and sister in Mandalay, she spends
one more night with Mellors and tells him that she is pregnant.

WED 00:35 Lady Chatterley (p00xtdrj)
Episode 4

Final part of the adaptation of DH Lawrence infamous novel.
While Connie relaxes at the seaside, dramatic developments
take place at home.

WED 01:30 Dynasties (p06mvrwn)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:00 today]

WED 02:30 Rise of the Nazis (m0008c79)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]

THURSDAY 15 FEBRUARY 2024

THU 19:00 Dynasties (m0015p1s)
Series 2

Puma

A mother puma must battle rivals, tackle prey nearly three
times her size and endure the wild mountain weather of
Patagonia in her bid to raise four cubs – her biggest litter yet.

THU 20:00 Horizon (m000kqm9)
2020

Pluto: Back from the Dead

The incredible story of how Pluto has been propelled from an
unremarkable ball of ice on the edge of the solar system to a
world of unimaginable complexity - where some form of alien

life might exist.

Featuring first-hand accounts of the incredible discoveries
made by New Horizons from many of the scientists involved in
the mission.

THU 21:00 The Three Faces of Eve (m001wc1b)
A doctor treats a woman suffering from multiple personality
disorder. Featuring an Oscar-winning performance from Joanne
Woodward.

THU 22:30 How to Marry a Millionaire (m001n49g)
Three New York models, looking for rich husbands, rent a
luxurious apartment together to impress affluent bachelors, but
things do not go to plan.

THU 00:00 Talking Pictures (b06vp212)
Sex Symbols

Sylvia Syms looks at the handsome heroes and gorgeous
heroines, pin-ups and bombshells who came to be known as
cinema's greatest sex symbols. They were the actors who made
audiences' hearts beat fastest - the men and women whom the
camera just seemed to love that little bit more than most.

The programme hears from the stars themselves talking about
what their sex symbol status meant to them, and the good-
looking line-up includes Gary Cooper, Jane Russell, Brigitte
Bardot, Paul Newman, Robert Redford and Hollywood's
ultimate sex symbol, Marilyn Monroe.

THU 00:45 Parkinson: The Interviews (m001w9sr)
[Repeat of broadcast at 22:20 on Saturday]

THU 01:25 Talking Comedy (b05qt2b4)
[Repeat of broadcast at 23:00 on Saturday]

THU 01:55 Dynasties (m0015p1s)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:00 today]

THU 02:55 Horizon (m000kqm9)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 today]

FRIDAY 16 FEBRUARY 2024

FRI 19:00 Top of the Pops (m001wc34)
Jo Brand and Mark Lamarr present the pop chart programme,
first broadcast on 7 September 1995 and featuring
Nightcrawlers featuring John Reid, Whigfield, Donna Summer,
Michael Bolton, Celine Dion, Janet Jackson, Smokie featuring
Roy Chubby Brown, Erasure, Michael Jackson and Simply Red.

FRI 19:30 Top of the Pops (m001wc3t)
Robbie Williams presents the pop chart programme, first
broadcast on 14 September 1995 and featuring D:Ream,
Cappella, Foo Fighters, Lloyd Cole, Mariah Carey, The
Rembrandts, N-Trance featuring Ricardo Da Force, Simply
Red, Michael Jackson and The Rolling Stones.

FRI 20:00 Top of the Pops (m000dt74)
Mark Goodier and Andy Crane present the pop chart
programme, first broadcast on 16 February 1989 and featuring
Def Leppard, Simple Minds, Gloria Estefan, Poison, Edie
Brickell & New Bohemians, Pop Will Eat Itself, Debbie
Gibson, Texas, Sam Brown, The Style Council, Marc Almond
and Gene Pitney, and S-Express.

FRI 20:30 Top of the Pops (b0bdq3ms)
Gary Davies and Steve Wright present the pop chart
programme, first broadcast on 13 February 1986 and featuring
Belouis Some, Whitney Houston, Su Pollard, Shakin' Stevens
and Billy Ocean.

FRI 21:00 When Bob Marley Came to Britain (m000m7ht)
In the 1970s, Bob Marley rose from humble beginnings to
become a global superstar. It was a journey that took place not
just in his homeland of Jamaica but also in Britain - the place he
came to regard as his second home.

Featuring rarely seen archive and interviews with people who
met him, this documentary examines Marley’s special
relationship with Britain and reveals how his presence
influenced British politics, culture and identity during a time of
massive social and civil unrest in the UK - and how his
universal message of one love and unity helped inspire a
generation of black British youth.
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This documentary also takes a revealing look at how Marley
spent his time while he was in Britain – from the houses he
lived in to football kickabouts in Battersea Park (Marley is
revealed to have been a Tottenham Hotspur fan) and visits to
the UK’s growing Rastafarian community, including secret gigs
in the north of England.

It was in Britain that Marley established himself as an
international artist, recorded some of his most successful
albums and performed some of his most memorable concerts.

The film features interviews with people who met and worked
with Bob Marley in the UK - and whose lives were changed by
meeting him – including photographer Dennis Morris (who
accompanied Marley on tour), Aswad star Brinsley Forde,
Locksley Gishie from The Cimarons and film-maker Don Letts.
Also interviewed is reggae legend Marcia Griffiths of Bob
Marley’s vocal group The I-Threes.

There are also memories of the most important gigs he played
in Britain as told by those who were there to see it happen,
including early Wailers gigs in small pubs and clubs when the
band were still largely unknown, a now legendary acoustic
performance in the school gym of a Peckham high school and a
triumphant show at London’s Lyceum Theatre that helped
propel Marley to global fame.

FRI 22:00 Bob Marley Reimagined (m001b6m4)
Celebrate the rich legacy of reggae legend Bob Marley in a
concert filmed live at Birmingham Town Hall, featuring some
of his most celebrated songs and special guests including his
grandson Skip Marley.

Presented by Trevor Nelson, this one-hour special reimagines
Bob Marley’s greatest hits, including Get Up Stand Up, Exodus,
Redemption Song and Waiting in Vain, all layered with new
orchestration by Chineke!, Europe’s first majority black and
ethnically diverse orchestra.

Chineke! are joined by singer-songwriter JP Cooper, gospel and
R&B legend Ruby Turner, and Skip Marley, who makes his
debut UK solo performance. Featuring interviews with the
performers and members of the Marley family, this concert
both honours and brings fresh interpretation to the beloved
music of Bob Marley.

FRI 23:00 Reggae at the BBC (b00ymljd)
An archive celebration of great reggae performances filmed in
the BBC Studios, drawn from programmes such as The Old
Grey Whistle Test, Top of the Pops and Later... with Jools
Holland, and featuring the likes of Bob Marley and the Wailers,
Gregory Isaacs, Desmond Dekker, Burning Spear, Althea and
Donna, Dennis Brown, Buju Banton and many more.

FRI 00:30 Top of the Pops (m000dt74)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 today]

FRI 01:00 Top of the Pops (b0bdq3ms)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:30 today]

FRI 01:30 Top of the Pops (m001wc34)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:00 today]

FRI 02:00 Top of the Pops (m001wc3t)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:30 today]

FRI 02:30 When Bob Marley Came to Britain (m000m7ht)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]
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